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Influential American Woman Website 
Dreamweaver Website Instructions - Foundations of Web Design 

 
 

 

You will choose (randomly, from a bowl of numbers) an Influential American and begin to find/save 

information and photos about that person. 

 

 

Make sure that you find out what is unique about your chosen Influential American Woman and what sets 

her apart from other women in history. Create a new folder titled, “the name of the Influential American 

Woman that you have chosen” inside of your network folder. Here is an example of possible folder title, 

“Susan B. Anthony”. 

 

 

Now you will begin creating a Dreamweaver page about your chosen Influential American Woman. First, 

you must have a plan or outline. Also, you must have at least 4 hyperlinks, 3 of which must be done as 

follows: 

 

 

-link (1) will be HOME and will target the main/target portion of your Dreamweaver website. 

-link (2) will be specific to your Influential American Woman (i.e. Susan B. Anthony – “Women's Suffrage”). 

-links (3) & (4) must contain information about your Influential American Woman; the focus and content 

of these 2 pages will your decision – try to be cohesive. 

 

 

Links/Pages 2, 3, 4 must have at least 3 thumbnailed images and 2 paragraphs that reflect the desired 

theme of the page (at least 9 total images and 6 paragraphs – 1 paragraph has at least 5 sentences). You 

are also required to give credit for all borrowed media and text. 

 

 

 

Upon completion of this project you may choose to load your page on the computer with the projector 

attached to it and demonstrate how to navigate your page (in front of the entire class) and answer any 

questions about your page or Influential American Woman, for extra credit (20pts.). 

 

 

 

 
All work and media contained in a 1 folder titled after the chosen Influential American Woman  Zero if not present 

Website has 4 links  40 pts - 10per 

Pages are properly titled -- Starting Page titled, “INDEX”  25 pts - 05per 

Link 2 contains information that is exclusive to your chosen Influential American Woman 35 pts -All or none 

Rollover – 1 example 25 pts 

At least 9 thumb nailed images  20 pts -2.2per 

At least 6 paragraphs – Paragraphs must have at least 5 sentences for credit  30 pts -05per 

Aesthetically pleasing colors and layout  25 pts 

  

total 200 points 

  

 


